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SCALE-UP stands for “Student-Centered Active Learning Environment 
with Upside-down Pedagogies.” The idea behind the SCALE-UP 
classroom is that you give students something interested to investigate. 
While they work in teams, the instructor is free to roam around the 
classroom -- asking questions or sending one team to help another.  
 
The classroom space is designed to facilitate interactions between 
teams of students as well as the teacher. “Lectures” are more like class-
wide discussions, giving the students many opportunities to interact. 

Most of the class time is spent on “tangibles,”“ponderables,” and “visibles.” Essentially these are hands-on activities, 
interesting questions and problems, or simulations. There are also some hypothesis-driven labs where students 
have to write detailed reports. 

The social interaction between students with their teachers appears to be the “active ingredient.” As more and more 
instruction is handled virtually via the web, taking advantage of the relationship building capability of the real people 
in brick and mortar universities becomes even more important. 

 

First, students become teachers. Most of the class time is spent with the students working together. Second, things 
that used to take place inside the classroom, like content delivery, now take place primarily outside the formal 
learning space. It is the responsibility of the students to learn the basic material and start working with it before they 
ever get to class. The third aspect that is backwards involves the development of curricular materials. Basically, you 
start developing instructional materials by thinking about the end product. What do you want students to do? From 
there you develop means of assessing those newly-acquired abilities. 

 

Comparing nearly 16,000 traditional and SCALE-UP students, findings around SCALE-UP students show that: 

 Their ability to solve problems is improved 
 Their conceptual understanding is increased 
 Their attitudes are better 
 Failure rates (especially for women and minorities) are drastically reduced 
 “At Risk” students do better in later courses 

For more information on the SCALE-UP learning environment visit: http://scaleup.ncsu.edu/ 

http://scaleup.ncsu.edu/


  Scale UP your classroom with 
ViewSONIC Education solutions 

Collaboration stations are versatile brainstorming areas 
equipped with 21st century learning technologies. Designed for 
small groups, or even pairs of students, collaboration stations 
are the future of student brainstorming and content sharing. 
 
With an array of collaborative technologies including Interactive 
ViewBoards, Large Format Displays, wall mounts and trolleys, 
and content sharing software, we deliver a complete turn-key 
solution – all you need to add are the tables and chairs. 

From ViewBoard interactive flat panel displays to interactive 
projection solutions, ViewSonic education solutions help students 
and teachers connect and collaborate like never before. 

With smooth & responsive 20-point touch capabilities, ViewBoard 
delivers interactive collaboration perfect for huddle groups and 
labs. ViewBoard interactive flat panels are also device agnostic and 
can be easily combined with school-issued or BYOD devices. 

From small classrooms to large lecture halls, ViewSonic 
projection solutions have got you covered. Whether you’re 
looking for high performance, interactivity, or great price-
performance models, we have the projector to perfectly fit any 
school environment or need. 

With out-of-the-box interactivity and an ultra-short throw lens, 
ViewSonic interactive projectors are perfect front-of-room 
presentation tools for group learning in classrooms and labs. 
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